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In analogy to topological projective planes, topological generalized quadrangles are investigated. 
The point set and all lines of every (locally) compact connected quadrangle are integral homology 
manifolds and ANRs. 
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The study of topological projective planes has led to a fairly good understanding 
of compact connected projective planes. Continuing work of Forst [9] we investigate 
topological generalized quadrangles and obtain a number of results analogous to 
those for projective planes (note that a projective plane is the same as a generalized 
triangle). 
After establishing some general properties of topological quadrangles we prove 
that every locally compact quadrangle is separable and metrizable (Theorem 3.1). 
Every (locally) compact connected quadrangle of finite (covering) dimension is an 
integral homology manifold (Theorem 4.2); this is the analog of a result of Lowen 
[19, Theorem 2a] for projective planes. For the smallest possible dimensions one 
has in fact manifolds (Proposition 4.4, Corollary 4.5). In the last section we determine 
all “classical” quadrangles, i.e., all compact connected Moufang quadrangles. 
1. Topological quadrangles 
A generalized quadrangle is an incidence structure (P, .Y, I) satisfying the following 
axioms: 
(i) any two distinct points have at most one joining line, 
(ii) for every anti-flag (p, L) E P x .Y\I there exists exactly one flag (q, M) E I 
such that (p, M) E Z and (q, L) E I, 
(iii) every point is incident with at least three lines, and dually. 
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The flag complex of a generalized quadrangle is a Tits building of type C,, and 
conversely (cf. Tits [28,3.34]). 
Axiom (iii), the thickness, is sometimes replaced by weaker requirements, see 
124, p. 59; 27, p. 233; 281. Axiom (ii) yields two mappings rr : P x Z’\I + P and A : P x 
%\I+ L with 
q(p,L)=q and A(p,L)=M. 
Detinition. A topological quudr~~gle is a generahzed quadrangle (P, 2, 1) with 
Hausdorff topologies on P and 2 such that the two mappings 
x: Px2-E\I+ P, A:Px?kyI+a 
are continuous (cf. Forst [9,2.1] and [ll]). 
Notation. Often we consider lines as point sets, and write E instead of I. We denote 
by 
&={LEA?IpEL} 
the pencil through p, 
pi = (q E PI there exists L E Y with p, q E L), 
and we denote by p v q the line joining p and q E p’\(p), and dually by L A M the 
intersection point (if it exists). 
Examples. Let V be a vector space of finite dimension over a topological skew field 
F, and endow the projective space PG( V) with the natura1 topology (every Gra~mann 
manifold is a homogeneous space of the topological group GL( V)). For every 
continuous polarity J_ of Witt index 2, the system of all totally isotropic points and 
lines of PG( V), with inherited incidence, is a topologicai quadrangle (except if _L 
is orthogonal and dim V=4; then axiom (iii) is violated). Continuity of r and A 
follows from the equations ~(p, L) =pl n L and A( p, L) = (p, r(p, L)). See also 
[28,7.2.8,8.3.4,8.4.2]. 
In Section 5 we list all compact connected Moufang quadrangles; all of them are 
embeddable into projective spaces, with one exception, arising from the group 
&1-N. 
Many examples of nonclassical compact connected quadrangles are provided by 
the constructions of Forst [9,5.10,5.15] ( see also Schroth [22 3); in fact, every closed 
oval in (w* leads to a locally compact Laguerre plane of topological dimension 2 
and hence to a compact connected quadrangle of dimension 3 (cf. also [II]). 
2. General properties 
For this section let (P, 2, f) be a topological quadrangle. Since the concept of 
topological quadrangle is self-duaf, the dual of each of the following assertions 
holds as well. 
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2.1. Lemma [9, 2.21. Euery fine (considered as a set o~points) is closed in P. 
Proof. LetpEP,LE~withp~L.PickqELwithq#~(p,L)andME~~,M#L. 
Then p & M and N := A( p, M) f L. There exists a neighbourhood CJ, of N which 
does not contain L. Continuity of A gives a neighbourhood U, of p with 
A( U,\M, M) c UN. Then U,,\(g) is a neighbourhood of p which is disjoint from 
L, since XE UP n L, x # q = LA M implies the contradiction L = h(x, M) E UN. cl 
Thickness is essential for the following result. 
2.2. Lemma [9, 2.4, 3.11. Any two lines are homeomorphic, and every line is 2- 
homogeneous. 
Proof. For disjoint lines L and M define the perspectivity [L, M J of L onto M by 
[L, M](x) = T(X, M). Projectivities, i.e., concatenations of perspectivities, are 
denoted by [L, M, . . . , N]. Every projectivity [L, M, . . . , N] is a homeomorphism 
of L onto N [9, 2.31, and the group of all projectivities of L onto itself acts doubly 
transitively on L, see [24, p. 59; 16, 1.21. 0 
2.3. Proposition. Joining is continuous on 
{(p, q) E P’lp and q are distinct andjoined by a line). 
Proof. Let p and q be distinct points joined by a line. Choose L E 22 disjoint to 
p v q. By Lemma 2.1 there are open neighbourhoods U,, Uy of p (respectively q) 
which are disjoint from L; hence A ( - , L) is defined on Up u U,. The set 
{(-%Y)E u&7x ~,lYif~(x,L)]=K%Y)~ u,x ~qf~k~)f~fY,LH 
is open in P’, hence a neighbourhood of (p, q), and for (x, y) in this neighbourhood 
we have 
if x v y exists. Therefore v is continuous at (p, q). 0 
2.4. Proposition. The incidence relation Z is closed in P x 2’. 
Proof. Assume that there exist nets py* p and L,? L with py E L, and p & L. By 
Lemma 2.1 we may assume that py g L for every V. Furthermore we may assume 
that L, # A ( pv, L) for every V; otherwise the limit relation L = A (p, L) contradicts 
p C L. Now py = L, A A ( py, L) has the limit p = L A A (p, L) by Proposition 2.3, again 
a contradiction. q 
Proposition 2.4 shows that topological quadrangles as defined in Section 1 are 
also topological quadrangles in the sense of Bums and Spatzier [5]; in fact, the two 
concepts of topological quadrangle coincide in the compact case, see 111, 2.11. 
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2.5. Lemma [9, 2.21. Every point set pl is closed in P. 
Proof. Pick q E P\p’ and L E Zr. Then q g L and M := A (q, L) & Z’,,. As Z,, is closed 
in 55’ by Lemma 2.1, we find a neighbourhood U,,, of M which is disjoint to .Zp. 
Continuity of A yields a neighbourhood CJ, of q with A( CJ,\L, L) c U,. Now lJ,\L 
is a neighbourhood of q (by Lemma 2.1) which is disjoint to p’, since x E CJ,, npl, 
x & L implies the contradiction p v x = A (x, L) E LJ,, n J.fr. Cl 
2.6. Lemma [9, 2.51. Let X be an open set ofpoints. 7hen {L E Y[ L meers X} is open 
in 9. 
Proof. Let L be a line meeting X in p E P Pick q E p’\ L; then 7r( q, L) = p. Continuity 
of GT yields a neighbourhood U of L such that x(q, U\&) c X, hence every line 
in U\Tq meets X. The set U\.Yq is a neighbourhood of L by Lemma 2.1. 0 
2.7. Proposition. Let L, M be distinct lines through p E P, and let q E pL\M. Then 
Pip’ is homeomorphic to the product 
(L\(P)) x (M\(P)) x (=%\{P v 41). 
In particular, P is locally homeomorphic to L x L x Lfq [9, 2.101. 
Proof. The mapping x H(.R(x, L), T(X, M), A(q, A(x, M))) is defined for x E P\p’ 
(nonexistence of triangles implies qE A(x, M)) and continuous, and it has the 
continuous inverse (a, b, C) H GT( u, A (b, C)), which is defined on the product (note 
that b # p gives b SZ C, and a #p gives a e A(b, C)). (See Fig. 1.) q 
L 
a I- X 
c 
P b M 
Fig. 1. 
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The product structure of P\p’ can be used to introduce coordinates in generalized 
quadrangles, see Hanssens and van Maldeghem [ 121. 
2.8. Lemma. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) the point space P is discrete; 
(ii) the line space 28 is discrete; 
(iii) some line is discrete; 
(iv) some pencil is discrete. 
Proof. Conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent by Proposition 2.7, and they obviously 
imply (iii) and (iv). Hence by duality it suffices to prove that (iii) implies (i). By 
Lemma 2.2, every line is discrete. Let x E P. Choose a E xl\(x), a, E (a v x)\{a, x}, 
and 6 E xl\(x v a). Then al n bl contains the open set sr(a, A(& Z,r\{p v q})) for 
appropriate points p, q (see the proof of Proposition 2.7), hence aLn b’ is a 
neighbourhood of x. The same holds for a: n bL. Now {x} = ain a: n bL is a 
neighbourhood of x. Therefore P is discrete. Cl 
3. Locally compact quadrangles 
We call a topological quadrangle locally compact if its point space P is locally 
compact. This implies that every line and every pencil is locally compact, see 
Proposition 2.7 and Dugundji [7, XI. 6.51; hence by Proposition 2.7 the line space 
2 is locally compact as well. The following result is crucial for the next sections. 
3.1. Theorem. For every nondiscrete locally compact quadrangle (P, 9, I), the point 
space P has a countable basis; in particular, P is separable, u-compact and metrizable. 
The same holds for 9 and for every line and every pencil. 
Proof. (Cf. Lowen [18, 1.8, 1.91 for stable planes.) Let p, q, r, s E P be an ordinary 
quadrangle, and write L = p v q, M = r v s, N = s v p. By Lemmas 2.8,2.2 there exists 
a sequence M, E Zr\{ M} which accumulates at M. Let CJ be a compact neighbour- 
hood of q in L\{ p}, and define CJ, := P( P( U, M,), N); using the notation in Lemma 
2.2 for projectivities, we have CJ, = [L, My, N](U). First we establish: 
(a) U,, v E k4, is a neighbourhood base of s in N. 
Let V E N be an open neighbourhood of s. Since r( r( u, M), N) = s for every 
u E U, we find open neighbourhoods V, C_ U of u and open neighbourhoods W, c Zr 
of M with 
for every u E U. The compact set U is covered by finitely many sets V,,, and the 
intersection of the corresponding sets W,, is a neighbourhood of M, hence this 
intersection contains infinitely many of the lines My, v E N. In particular, there exists 
UEN with U,=r(n(U,M,), N)E V 
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By (a), Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.7, all spaces under consideration have 
countable neighbourhood bases, hence sequences suffice to describe the topology. 
Now we prove: 
(b) Every compact subset C of L\(p) has a countable basis. 
Choose K E _Yp\{ L, IV}. For x E f,\{ p} define L(X) = A ( T(X, M), K) and 
U”(X) := c l-l Tr(T( U”, L(x)), L) 
= C n IN, L(x), LI( U,) 
= C n [L, Mv, N L(x), Ll( W 
(See Fig. 2.) 
Fix v E N. By compactness, 
C=U{V”(c)lcEC}=U{~“(c)IcEC”} 
with a finite set C, E C. We show that {U”(c) 1 v E N, c E C,} is a (countable) basis 
of C. Let V be a neighbourhood of x in C. For every Y EN there is c, E C, with 
x E U_(c,). We want to show that U,(c,) c V for some v. Compactness of C allows 
to assume that c, converges to c. 
Every sequence y, E U,(c,) converges to c, because 
Y” = T(T(U”, UC”)), L) 3 7r(TTT(S, L(c)), L) = c 
9 r - 
M 
Fig. 2. 
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with suitable u, E U, ; note that u, T s by (a), that c + p gives SE L(c), and that 
L(c) is disjoint from L. 
Taking y, = x yields c = X. Furthermore it is now impossible that every set V,.( c,) 
contains a point yy G K Hence there exists Y EN with U,(G) c_ V, and (b) is estab- 
lished. 
(c) The pencil Z’,, has a countable basis. 
By (b), its dual, and Proposition 2.7, there exists a compact neighbourhood U 
of p with countable basis. The mapping ( U\L) npi + yp\{ L} with XH A(x, L) = 
x v p is a continuous surjection. Furthermore this mapping is open by Lemma 2.6. 
Hence Zp\{Lf has a countable basis, see ~ugundji [7, VIII. 6.21, and (c) follows. 
(d) Conclusion. For an ordinary quadrangle Q, E P, 1 s ic4, we have P= 
lJ;=, P\ai. Each P\ 5 - a, IS open in P, see Lemma 2.5, and has a countable basis by 
(c), its dual, and Proposition 2.7. Hence P has a countable basis. Therefore P is 
separable [7, VIII. 7.31, a-compact [7, XI. 6.31, and metrizable [7, XI. 6.4 and IX. 
9.21. Cl 
Using the coordinates and the algebraic operations of Hanssens and van Mai- 
deghetn [12], the sets Up in the proof above are obtained from U by multipIication 
with “small” elements, and U,(X) is an “additive translate” of U,. 
3.2. Lemma. If the lines and pencils of a topological quadrangle (P, 2, I) are Compaq 
then P and 2 are compact as well. 
Proof (cf. Forst [9, 3.41). (a) First we show that every point set p’ is compact. The 
pencil Zp can be written as a union =?Zp = C, u C, of two proper compact subsets. 
Choose a line Lisp which intersects some line of Zp\Ci. Then Li is disjoint from 
every line in C,, the set 
7r(Li, Ci):={7r(X, Y)lXE Li, YE Ci}=U Ci 
is compact, and 
(b) Write a line L as a union L = X u Y of two proper compact subsets. Then 
P=U{x~~xEX}uU{y~~yE Y}, 
hence it suffices to prove compactness of U {xl 1 x E X}. The set Zx := IJ {Z’v 1 x E X} 
is a compact subset of 5! by the dual of (a). Pick two lines M,, M2 intersecting in 
a point which is not on L, but joined to a point of L\X. Then A (X, Mi), i = 1, 2, 
are compact disjoint subsets of zZ’~, hence contained in disjoint open subsets Oi of 
Zx (by normality of Zx>_ The set 
r( Mi, 5?x\Oi) := {ST(U, B) I a E Mi, B E Zx\Oi} 
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is compact and contains every point y on a line BE &\O,, in view of y = 
r( 7r( r; M,), B). Therefore 
is compact. 0 
3.3. Proposition. Let (P, 2, I) be a locali,v compact quadrangle, let LE 3 and p E P 
Then the spaces P, 2, L, Yp are either all connected or all zero-dimensional (and 
totally disconnected). 
Definition. We call a topoIogica1 quadrangle co#necred if all the spaces in Proposi- 
tion 3.3 are connected. 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. By Lemma 2.2, the space L is either connected or totally 
disconnected, and in the latter case L is zero-dimensional by Engelking [8, 1.4.51, 
since L is locally compact and metrizabIe. 
We construct a nonconstant continuous map of a pencil into a line L: Pick points 
p, 9~ L which are not joined such that ~(p, L) # a(q, L). Then the map XH 
rr( 7r( p, X), L) is defined for all X E Tq, and the value r(q, L) is assumed just once, 
for X = A(9, L). This has the following consequence: If the pencils are connected, 
then lines cannot be totally disconnected, hence they are connected as well (and 
conversely, by duality). 
If the lines are connected, then P is connected as well, since any two points are 
joined by a chain consisting of two intersecting lines. If the lines and pencils are 
zero-dimensional, then P and dp are zero-dimensional as well, see Proposition 2.7 
and Engelking [8, 1.3.61. 0 
Remark, The proof shows that in all topological quadrangles, the spaces L and ZYp 
are both connected or both totally disconnected. Presumably the assertion of Proposi- 
tion 3.3 holds without the assumption of local compactness; see Salzmann 1213 for 
topological projective planes. 
3.4. Proposition. In euery locally compact connected quadrangle (P, 3, I ), the spaces 
P and 23 are compact. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 and duality it suffices to show that a pencil =!Z’,, is compact. 
Pick 9 E Pip”. By Lemma 2.5 there exists a compact neighbourhood U ofp contained 
in P\q’. Every line L E 2Zp meets the boundary a U, since p E L, L intersects q1 and 
L is connected. Mence the map a U n pl + Z,, with xwx v p is a continuous surjection 
of a U n pl onto A!& and ZF is compact. 0 
4. Compact connected quadrangles 
For this section, Iet (P, 2, 1) be a compact connected quadrangle. Let f_ be a line 
and Tp be a pencil in this quadrangle. We write I’ respectively Yb for (the 
homeomorphism type of) L minus it point respectively ,Yr minus a line. 
4.1. Proposition. (i) 77~ spaces P, 2, L, 2’,, are locally and globa/lJ arcwise cormected. 
(ii) The spaces L’ and 2; are locally and glohall_v contractible; hence P. Y, L, 2’,, 
are locally contractible. 
Proof. (i) A locally compact space is zero-dimensional if and only if it is totally 
disconnected, see Engelking [8, 1.4.51. Let p, 4, r, s be an ordinary quadrangle with 
p, 5 E I, and put N,,= y v r, IV = rv s. By Proposition 3.3, no neighbourhood in 
2; := Y’,,\{ p v q} is zero-dimensional, hence there exists a compact connected subset 
C of Y\ containing N,, and at least one more line. We have =(a( p, .YC;), M) = {r}, 
hence the set x(r( iI, C), M) will be arbitrarily small for sufficiently small open 
neighbourhoods U of p in L (this set is defined for small U, as p v y IZ C). This set 
n(Tr( u, C), M) = t.J T(ir(.K, C), M) 
t E c 
is connected, since each of the connected sets rr(:(x, C), M) contains 
rr(q(x, N,), IV) = r. Furthermore 
is open in M. as .e++i-f(~(x, Y), M) is a homeomorphism of L onto hI (cf. the 
proof of Lemma 2.2). Hence :(x( U, C), M) is a connected open neighbourhood 
of r in M. Therefore the lines are locally connected; by duality and Proposition 2.7, 
the same holds for Yp, P, and 56 By a result related to the Hahn-Mazurkiewicz 
theorem, all spaces in (i) are (locally and globally) arcwise connected, see Wbyburn 
[29, p. 381, Kuratowski [ 17, Section 501, Ball [l]. 
(ii) Pick N, E Y,,\{ M,], p v q}, see Fig. 3. By (i), ZV\{p v 4) contains an arc t++ N,, 
f E [O, 11, from N,) to N, _ Let L’= L\{s} and define f: L’x [O. 1 J -) L’ by 
f(x, t) = ?r(rr(TT(?i(x, iv,), MI, N,I, L). 
Then J‘( a, 0) is constant with value p, and f( ., 1) is the identity on L’ (we remark 
that every _/( - , I) with I f 0 is a projectivity ). Hence f is a homotopy which contracts 
each compact subset of L’ to p. A sufficiently small neighbourhood of p can be 
contracted within a given neighbourhood, hence L’ is also locally contractible. The 
rest follows by duality and Proposition 2.7. C 
By Theorem 3.1 various concepts of dimension like covering dimension, small 
and large inductive dimension coincide for locally compact quadrangles, cf. Engel- 
king [8, 1.7.71, hence we can use any of these definitions of (topological) dimension. 
For the definition of an integral homology manifold cf. Lowen [19, Section 31; its 
dimension as a homology manifold coincides with the covering dimension if the 
covering dimension is finite, cf. [ 19, Section 41. 
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4.2. Theorem. Assume that P has jnite topological dimension. 
(i) The spaces P, 9, L, ,ie, are ANRs and integral homology niun~olds. 
(ii) The spaces L and Zr are homotopj* equicalenr to spheres. 
(iii) If L is Q (topological) manifold, then L is homeomorphic to a sphere. 
Further properties of these spaces can be found in [23]. 
Proof. The spaces are ANRs by Borsuk [3, p. 1221 or Hu [15, V.7.11, since they are 
locally contractible. By Proposition 4.1 and LBwen [ 19, 6.21 the spaces L and Z,, 
are integral homology manifolds which are homotopy equivalent to spheres. Being 
an integral homology manifold is a local property, hence P and B are integral 
homology manifolds by Proposition 2.7. If L is a manifold, then Harrold [13] and 
the proof of Proposition 4.l(ii) imply that L’ is homeomorphic to Iw’; the space L 
is the one-point compactification of L’. C 
4.3. Coroliary. Assume that P has finite topological dimension. Then dim P = 
2dim L+dimZ,,and dimB=dim L-t-2dim.5!?‘,. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.2(i) and Bredon [4, V.15.81. Alternatively, one 
can argue as follows: For the spaces under consideration, the topological dimension 
dim coincides with the sheaf-theoretic cohomology dimension dim=, see [ 19, Section 
41. Hence Corollary 4.3 is a consequence of Proposition 2.7 and the product formula 
for dimz, see [4, IV.7.31. 0 
4.4. Proposition. If dim L = 1 c 2, then L is homeomorphic to the sphere S,. 
Proof. The space L’ is a manifold by Bing and Borsuk [2, Corollary 8.21. Now 
apply Theorem 4.2(iii). q 
4.5. Corollary. We have dim P 2 3. 
(if Ifdim P=3, then dimZ=3. 
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(ii) rf‘ dim P = 4, then dim 4” = 5. 
(iii) rf dim P = 5 3 dim 2, then dim 2 = 4. 
(iv) If dim P = 6 2 dim .ie, then dim Y = 6. 
In all these cases, P and 3 are manifolds, and the lines and pencils are homeomorphic 
to S, or S-. 
Proof. Proposition 3.3 gives dim L > 0 and dim Tp > 0. Now apply Corollary 4.3 
and Propositions 4.4 and 2.7. Cl 
Corollary 4.5 shows that every compact quadrangle of dimension 3 is also a 
3-dimensional quadrangle in the sense of Forst [9, Section 31. A beautiful result of 
Schroth [22] says that every compact quadrangle of dimension 3 arises from a locally 
compact Laguerre-plane of dimension 2 (via the construction given in [9, 5.101). 
5. Compact connected Moufang quadrangles 
A root colfineation of a generalized quadrangle is a collineation which fixes every 
point on two intersecting lines L, M as well as every line through p = I!. A M; the 
corresponding group of root collineations is denoted by f (L., p, M). A Moufang 
quadrangle is a generalized quadrangle satisfying the following condition (M) as 
well as the dual condition (cf. Tits [27, p. 2391, Payne and Thas [20, p. 1841): 
Let I!_, M be intersecting lines and p = LA M. Then f (L, p, M) acts 
transitively on Zq\{ M} for every point q E M\{ p}. (M) 
5.1. Lemma. Etlery root collineation of a topological quadrangle (P, 2, I) is a homeo- 
morphism of P and of 9. 
Proof. By [ 16, 1.33 the restriction of a root collineation y to any line L is a projectivity 
and therefore a homeomorphism on L, and dually. By Proposition 2.7 the topologies 
of P and Z’ are determined uniquely by the topologies induced on lines and pencils. 
Hence y is a homeomorphism of P and of Z’. Cl 
Lemma 5.1 shows that every topological quadrangle which is also a Moufang 
quadrangle is “topologically Moufang” in the sense of Burns and Spatzier [5, 3.11. 
Moufang quadrangles have not yet been classified completely, see [28, p. 2991; here 
we prove: 
5.2. Theorem. Let (P, 3, I) be a compact connected Moufang quadrangle, and denote 
by r the group generated by all the groups f (L, p, M) and f (p, L, q). 77len r is one 
of the following groups: 
- PR( n, 58, 2) with n L 5, 
- PSO( 5, a=), 
- PSU(n, @, 2) with n 2 5, 
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- PU(n,W,2) wirh na4, 
- PaU(5, W), 
- &-14,. 
The quadrangles (P, 2, I) arise from the spherical buildings which are naturally 
associated with these groups. 
Proof. r is a connected normal subgroup of the group G of all topological 
automorphisms of (P, 3, I). By the Main theorem of Burns and Spatzier [5], the 
connected component of G is a simple Lie group without center, hence f coincides 
with the connected component of G; furthermore the parabolic subgroups of f 
form a spherical building which is isomorphic to the flag complex of (P, 2, I). The 
classification of simple Lie groups and of the associated “C-graphs” leads to the 
list given above, see Freudenthal and de Vries [lo, 71.6.3, Section 751, Tits [25, 
3.31. 0 
Each flag complex determined by one of the groups in Theorem 5.2 gives rise to 
two generalized quadrangles, which are dual to each other. The symplectic quad- 
rangles are included in Theorem 5.2 in view of the isomorphisms 
PSp(4, R) = PR(5, R, 2), PSp(4, a=) = PSO(5, C) 
(see Dieudonne [6, p. 111, 51). Furthermore the groups 
PSCJ(4, Q=, 2) = P0(6, R, 2) 
(cf. Dieudonne [6, p. 109, 21) and 
P,U(4,W)= Pf2(8,R,2) 
(see Tits [26, p. 401, Helgason [14, p. 5221) are listed only as orthogonal groups, 
in order to avoid repetitions. 
5.3. Dimensions of compact connected lbloufang quadrangles. Table 1 lists the topo- 
logical dimensions of the point space P, of the line space Z’, of a line L and of a 
pencil =Yp for all quadrangles appearing in Theorem 5.2; note that only the dimensions 
for one of a dual pair of quadrangles are given. These dimensions can be read off 
from the “C-graphs” in [lo, Section 751. 
Table 1 
r dim P dim 9 dim L dim Y P 
PR(n, u%. 2), R 2 5 n-2 Zn-7 1 n-4 
PSO(5.C) 6 6 2 2 
PSU(n, c, 2). n 2 5 2n-3 Jn-12 2 211-7 
PU(n,W,2),n~4 4n-5 an-22 4 4n-13 
P_U(S, H) 13 14 4 5 
J’S,--IA, 21 24 6 9 
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5.4. Remark. [5, Definition 3.1 and the Main theorem] yield the following result. 
Let $9 be a compact connected quadrangle. If the group of all topological automorph- 
isms of 59 acts transitively on the set of ordinary quadrangles in $2, then $9 is classical, 
i.e., 3 arises from a simple noncompact Lie group without center; in particular, % 
is a Moufang quadrangle. 
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